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STATE-OF -THE -ART
PANHANDLING
Forget about charity-extracting
well-oiled fund-raising machine.

$350 million requires a

Hark! Hark! The dogs do bark,
The beggars are coming to town;
Some in rags,"some in tags,
And some in velvet gowns.

"

-Mother Goose

HE HEADQUARTERS
of the Harvard Cam" paign are in Holyoke Center, a cement-andglass monstrosity just off Harvard Square.
Holyoke" Center was built in the early
1960s with money.from Harvard's last major capital drive, and it's a prime' example of the forwardlooking institutional architecture of its time. Today
it looks like the second-best hotel in a third-world
capital. Its abject exterior is a perennial source of
undergraduate hilarity.
But the offices of the Harvard Campaign, which
occupy much of Holyoke's seventh floor, are perfectly pieasant. On a sunny morning in early spring,
activity pulses along the central corridor. In one
room, between a Coke machine and a photocopier,
an automatic typewriter spews out personal birthday greetings from Harvard President Derek Bok
to one of the college's aging alumni. The alumnus
has just survived his eighty-fifth birthday, and the
typewriter wants him to know that Bok is thinking
of him. At the other end of the hall, in the library,
staff members pore over newspapers and national
magazines, checking the names of important people
against the school's alumni rolls. Another worker
consults a volume containing information on the
nation's largest family foundations-Rockefellers,
Mellons, Guggenheims, Pews-along with elaborate
family trees and estimates of personal fortunes.
Bookshelves bulge with phone directories, Who's
Whos, Social Registers, biographical dictionaries,
corporate analyses, pamphlets, brochures, and computer printouts detailing the giving records of past
and present benefactors. Nearby are individual files
on Harvard College's living graduates, containing in-
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by David Owen

formation campaign workers have gleaned on their
wealth, health; hobbies, and accomplishments. .
When the Harvard Campaign began, in 1979, the
goal was to raise $250 million over five years. But
early this summer, when it appeared the target
would be reached eighteen months ahead of schedu1e, Harvard upped the ante 40 percent, to $350
million. This is not a record. Yale ran a $370 million drive in the mid-1970s, and squeaked past its
goal by $4 million. But the deadline in the Yale
campaign had to be postponed two years. Also,
Yale's drive involved the entire university, whereas
Harvard's is aimed almost exclusively at the roughly 60,000 living alumni of Harvard College. Prosperous graduates of Harvard's law, business, medical, dental, and most other graduate schools are
not being solicited. If regular annual donations to
those schools were merely added in .with Harvard
Campaign receipts, the drive total would reach $500
million.
Fund-raising is a science, and Harvard practices
it at the state-of-the-art level. But the Harvard Campaign is similar to major fund drives launched by
other worthy institutions. As the government cuts
back financing for good works of all kinds, and as
President Reagan insists that private giving must
take up the slack, Harvard's ability to squeeze a
third of a billion dollars out of private pockets· in
a sick economy is worth studying. Whether the impressive machinery that makes this possible couldn't
be put to some more obviously charitable use than
adding $350 million to the funds of the richest university in the country is also worth a ponder. But
in fact only an already rich and powerful institution
could mount something like the Harvard Campaign
-probably the most effective private fund-raising
operation in the world. Here's how it works.
Owen is a New York writer and the author of High
School: Undercover With the Class of 1980, published by
Viking.
David
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OST OF the information that Harvard
victualsought to be able to cough up. The main purkeeps on its alumni comes from the
pose of the screenings was to identify alumni capaalumni themselves. The members of
ble of making "special" gifts ($5,000 to $100,000)
.
every graduating class submit biographand "major" gifts ($100,000 and above). By the
ical sketches at five-year intervals, some of them
time the last meeting was held, 28 percent of Harrunning to several pages. These are published in
vard's alumni had been screened at $5,000 and
book form at reunion time. The sketches chronicle
above.
the graduates' aspirations and accomplishments and
Besides helping to locate the best prospects, the
hint, sometimes quite pointedly, at the state of their
screening stage enabled Harvard to make some prefinancial affairs. y' ou can follow the course of a
dictions about how much it could raise. Given
man's life and watch his career take shape or fall
enough financial information about the audience of
apart. You can also form a rough idea of how big a
a particular drive, it is possible to predict the drive's
gift he might consider making to Harvard College.
outcome in advance, even down to such specific
The middle-aged alumnus who, twenty-five years
data as the number and size of the gifts that will
after graduation, begins
be received. Based on
with a lyric from the
the experiences of Yale,
Grateful Dead ("What a
Stanford, and other inlong strange trip it's
stitutions, the Harvard
been") is probably not a
planners knew that 75
terrific prospect. But the
percent of the drive's rethirty-two-year-old who
ceipts would come from
has just been named
less than one percent of
chairman of his compaall donors, in gifts of
ny may be very generous.
$100,000 and above. AnA capital drive as amother 20 percent of the
bitious as the Harvard
total would come from
Campaign requires finanalumni making gifts in
cial information vastly
the $5,000 to $100,000
more precise than the
range-roughly 9 percent
hints that can be gleaned
of all donors. 10 percent
from the Class Reports.
of all Harvard Campaign
The process' of estimatdonations would thus
ing the giving potential
provide 95 percent of the
of each graduate is
money. Since it's known
known as "rating," It inthat three prospects are
needed, to produce one
volves several steps, bepledge at a given level,
ginning with "screening."
campaign planners could
In late 1978 and 1979,
Harvard held one hun111jf:i2l4//F{TG'L make good estimates of
:./P(fI'"
how much money they
dred meetings in forty
cities around the councould expect to raise.
The raw data provided
try. At the meetings,
"Let's face it-Harvard loves us for the same reason We love
Harvard: we're old and rich:"
by the screening sessions
prominent alumni were
were refined at rating
asked to estimate the
meetings held later on.
giving potential of their
A rating meeting is like
classmates and friends.
a screening meeting, only more so. The idea is
3,500 people took part, and a quarter of a million
to weed out people who have been screened at the
opinions were collected,
wrong level, and to arrive at more precise evaluaInstructions for the meetings were explicit. Nothtions of individuals' ability to give.
ing was to distract participants from the task at
Once again, the tone was serious. An alumni host
hand. Desserts at luncheon meetings, one campaign
was selected for each session, but Cambridge conworker says, were to be of the sort that could be
trolled everything from the mailing of invitations to
eaten "with the fingers," in order to save time.
the selection of locations. Hosts provided samples
Clubs with discriminatory membership policies were
of their signatures so thank-you notes could be
avoided at all costs. Menus were purposely kept
typed automatically in Cambridge and signed by
frugal. Participants munched on cookies and viewed
machines. Luncheons were avoided altogether.
a film about the Harvard Campaign starring PresiCocktails were served only after rating had been
dent Derek 'Bok and Dean of Faculty Henry Rosovcompleted. 'Each alumnus was rated by two differsky. Then they spent an hour or so reviewing lists
ent groups, as an internal cross-checking mechaof names and estimating how much particular indi-
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nism: once by classmates and once by alumni from
his geographical area. Participants were instructed
to rate their friends and acquaintances not according to how much they would give, or how much
they might give, but according to how much they
could give. The difference is crucial. "You were
not supposed to say, Well, this guy's deeply involved in his hospital, so he's not going to give to
Harvard," says one participant. Raters were encouraged to be cautiously optimistic. In the end,
letter designations were assigned to all prospects
receiving three or more rating opinions at a given
level: A
$100,000 and above; BB -: $50,000 to
$100,000; B
$25,000 to $50,000; C
$10,000
to $25,000; b ...:...$5,000 to $10,000. All prospects
rated at D or above would later be solicited in person; everyone else would be contacted by telephone.
Actually, the most important targets of the rating
sessions are not those rated but those doing the rating. From the very beginning, campaign planners
tried to make as many graduates as possible feel
that their time and opinions were urgently needed.
Screening and rating involved thousands of alumni,
many of whom hadn't had much contact with Harvard in the years since they had graduated. No one,
yet, was asking them for money. But as they nibbled
on desserts they could pick up with their fingers,
and as they chatted with classmates they hadn't seen
in years, wheels began to turn. Even if the ratings
they made were sometimes inaccurate, a larger purpose was being served. By the time the sessions
ended, most of the participants had come to feel they
had a stake in the success of the drive.

=

=

=
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UND-RAISING was no.t .always so... ~cientific.
The head of Harvard's annual drive from
1927 to 1964 was David McCord, a member of the class of 1921 and-i-then as now
-the "poet laureate" of Boston. McCord once described Harvard's fund-raising strategy as "fishing
with a barb less hook." The college has always believed its case to be so inherently compelling that
its appeals for money are usually kept low-key. A
typical McCcird solicitation was an elegant little essay, printed as a brochure, in which reader joined
author for a thousand-word ramble through Thoreau and Ogden Nash in order to arrive at a discreet appeal for funds cast in the verse of Richard
Armour:

Shake and shake the catsup bottle.
None will come, and then a lot'll.
McCord captured perfectly the Harvard man's cherished image of himself: a thoughtful, witty, and
eminently civilized fellow who would jump, when
necessary, without being shoved.
.
McCord's style was just tight for those days, and
the annual drives he orchestrated were casual fishing expeditiorts. But in 1957 Harvard's administra-

tors decided to supplement McCord's efforts with
something a bit more vigorous, and A Program for
Harvard College was born. When Harvard announced its program's goal of $82.5 million, most
people's first inclination was to laugh. No other institution had ever tried to raise more than $15 million. But Harvard was adamant about the need.
The world was growing faster than Harvard was,
and Harvard needed to forge ahead.
Harvard has always viewed its mission in global,
if not in cosmic, terms. When the Soviet Union
launched the world's first artificial satellite shortly
after the program got under way, President Nathan
Pusey took up the challenge. "If we are to learn
anything from Sputnik," he said, "it is that we
should vastly increase the share of the national
product which we devote to education."
Harvard took its case to the world in 1958 with
an . hour-long radio broadcast heard all over the
globe. The broadcast, which, in the words of The
New Y ork Times, was "studded with intellectual
stars," was essentially an advertisement for the fund
drive. Participants included John F. Kennedy, Robert Frost, John P. Marquand, Leonard Bernstein,
and Alan Jay Lerner.
Harvard's pitch was so effective that even the
president of Carleton College, not himself a Harvard mart, was moved to kick in a hundred dollars.
Closer to home, Harvard peppered alumni with inspirational brochures. One of them contained a letter from Mary Chase, author of Harvey, the prizewinning Broadway play about a six-foot-tall invisible
rabbit. Ms. Chase's son Colin was a Harvard graduate. "Harvard has proven such an experience for
us," Colin's mother wrote, "that I have taken down
my Pulitzer Prize and put his diploma there instead. It means more to me. I cannot help this."
Another pamphlet, directed to the secretaries of
alumni volunteers, was called "How to treat your
Boss when He's raising money for Harvard." A
drawing in the pamphlet showed an earnest secretary stoutly kicking her employer in the butt to remind him of his duty to his alma mater.
With the help of college presidents, playwrights,
and secretaries, A Program for Harvard College
met its ambitious goal. As President Pusey had predicted, the effects of that success were felt throughout the American educational system. Other institutions quickly realized that, with the proper planning
and the proper pitch, they too could raise enormous
sums. The era of the big-league capital drive had
begun.
In keeping with the cold-war fervor of its time,
A Program for Harvard College was decidedly expansionist in its aim; much of the money raised
went into the construction of new buildings. The
nation was gearing up to meet the Soviet challenge,
and so was Harvard. A quarter century later; in the
waning days of the republic, Harvard sounded a
different note in making its appeal: the Harvard
HARPER'S!
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Campaign would be a plan to harden silos, not build
new missiles.
"In launching this drive," President Bok announced in October 1979, "we do not intend to
expand the size of the University, but to maintain
and enhance its quality." The $250 million, Bok
said, would be used almost exclusively to bolster
faculty salaries and to finance student aid.
But Bok expressed no doubt that $250 million
for Harvard was just what this troubled world
needed: "In a world where knowledge and human
talent count so heavily," he said, "there are endless
contributions to be made by a university that commands so large a portion of the ablest students and
so distinguished a company of scientists and
scholars. Indeed, if we
wonder at times what
anyone of us can do to
help resolve the nation's
problems, surely Harvard
provides a promising leverage point from which
to begin."

class of whatever, does he salute him as "John" or
as "Mr. Doe"? The development office remembers.
Does John Doe enjoy an occasional sail in the Caribbean? The development office knows. Does he
collect expressionist paintings? It's all in the files.
During the campaign's planning period, selected
alumni who were expected to make large gifts were
invited to attend special gatherings for the purpose
of discussing the prospects of the forthcoming campaign. An alumnus in, say, St. Louis might receive
an invitation from,. say, David Rockefeller asking
him to join Derek Bok, Donald Regan, and a few
other luminaries for a luncheon in New York. "The
real purpose of the lunch," says one participant,
"wasn't really to ask our
opinion on how Harvard
should present its case;
it was to get everybody
involved." Most of these
people understood what
was going on. But, far
from
being
offended,
they came away mightily
impressed. When a man
has a few million dollars'
to give away, he wants to
NE OF the cengive them to an institutral themes of
tion that doesn't shillythe
Harvard
shally around.
Campaign is the
Like all big fund-raisconcept of "stretching."
ing drives, the Harvard
Alumni are not to make
Campaign actually began
just any old gift to. Harseeking pledges well bevard; if the goal.is to be
fore the official start.
reached, the gifts must
Most of these advance
be extraordinary. "I just
gifts were solicited from
made my pledge today,"
people expected to come
Theodore W. Stedman,
up with more than a milclass of 1933, told a Harlion dollars, including the
vard gathering. "Frankcampaign's own Execuly, it was for a lot more
tive Committee,
mere
than I thought it would
"Great tea-and thanks for the remainder unitrust, I prommembership in which imbe, and I'm still shaking.
ise we'll only use it for nice things."
plied a willingness to
But I do hope you will
make a very substantial
all consider doing the
gift. The purpose of the
same." Graduates who
advance drive was to acare uncertain about how far they need to stretch
cumulate a large nest egg to demonstrate to lesser
might consult the "Barnes Formula," a calculation
alumni that the campaign was serious and that it
invented by Bernard Barnes, class of 1930, for A
stood a good chance of succeeding. By announceProgram for Harvard College: "Take the largest gift
ment day, Harvard had $53 miflion in hand, more
you have ever made to any cause in any single year,
than 20 percent of the ultimate goal.
double it, and give this amount each year for three
After the opening gun came the Leadership
to five years."
Phase, which, as the name implies, was aimed at
The Barnes Formula indicates where Harvard
major prospects. The Leadership Phase began in
ranks itself in the hierarchy of admirable causes. In
October 1979 and continued all through 1980. Since
order to bring its alumni around to a similar view,
a major gift has a gestation period of about a year
the college cultivates and pampers them very atand a half, from initial solicitation to solid committentively. The development office keeps scrupulous
ment, the Leadership Phase will actually run through
track of even the most seemingly minor details.
the entire five years of the Harvard Campaign, conWhen Derek Bok fires off a letter to Mr. John Doe,
current with other efforts. Solicitation is aimed at
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the 1,912 alumni rated at $100,000 and above. It is
handled by a central Major Gifts Committee, whose
200 members travel all over the country to make
individual appeals.
Before soliciting a major prospect, campaign
strategists zero in on his true potential. Ratings
aren't specific enough. In order to refine them, Harvard relies on business directories, proxy statements,
friends, and other sources of public and private information. At this point, says Robert G. Stone, Jr.,
class of 1945, one of the campaign's three national
co-chairmen, Harvard wants to know "not only how
much they're worth, but also where their real interest in the college might lie. If there is some special identity they have had with the college-in nominal gifts they have made to the department of
astronomy, or to science, or to athletics, or to something else-we focus on that."
Harvard provides solicitors with complete reports
on individual prospects. The reports are assembled
in the development office and used as guides by
the Major Gifts Committee. If a solid major prospect expresses an interest in, say, the Fogg Art
Museum, a convivial fine-arts professor may be rustled up to have a chat with him. Even more important, the reports help the committee decide who
should approach each prospect and make sure the
solicitor knows as much as possible about him, his
circumstances, and his interests. In some cases,
more than one solicitor is used.
Making an extraordinary gift to a major fund
drive is like "hitting the wall" in a marathon; it
hurts at first, but then a sort of euphoria sets in.
Harvard solicitors stress the fact that handing over
a major chunk of capital can feel good.
To add to the fun, Harvard gives big donors the
chance to immortalize themselves or their loved
ones with their gifts. Most major prospects receive
a brochure called "The Names of Harvard," a handsome publication filled with pictures of people whose
names live on in various Harvard landmarks. Here
is the Aga Khan, "Imam of the Ismaili Moslems
from 1883 until his death in 1957," who endowed
a professorship in Iranian studies. And here, standing beside his dog, is William Lyon Mackenzie King,
former prime minister of Canada, whose friends
gave a professorship in his name. Tucked in an inside flap of the booklet is a smaller one, called "Opportunities for Named Gifts," a sort of shopping list
for would-be immortals. $3 million will buy an endowment for Memorial Church. A million and a
half will pay for an interdisciplinary university professorship. A mere $5,000 will pay for something
called a "revolving loan fund." Another publication
reveals that a gift of $5 million will entitle a donor
to rename the Yen ching Library (Harvard's Chinese
studies collection), quite possibly a charitable cause
in itself.
Tax considerations may not be a "prime mover"
in contributions, but Harvard maintains an expert
HARPER'S/ AUGUST 1982.

staff of financial analysts to advise alumni on how
to make gifts. The analysts are assisted by a computer programmed by two young whizzes from the
class of 1980. The computer gobbles up information
about a prospect's financial situation and then suggests a giving program.
The options Harvard offers are varied and sometimes extremely complicated. Donors can establish
lead trusts, remainder unitrusts, deferred gift annuities, or any of a host of other plans. Each plan has
different tax and income consequences. Some plans
enable donors to give principal and keep interest,
others to give interest and keep principal.. Harvard
also operates several pooled-income funds that provide free financial management for the donors while
they live and a substantial eventual return for Harvard. Alumni can take out irrevocable life-insurance
policies naming Harvard as beneficiary. Simple bequests are also allowed, although the proceeds are
counted in the drive total only if the donor is loyal
enough to die before the end of the campaign.

Campaign shifted
its emphasis to the two-year Regional Phase,
a step-by-step effort to solicit less than major prospects in seventy-six cities around the
country. Like Sherman's army, the regional campaign moves intact from one chunk of territory to
the next. By the time the Regional Phase ends in
December 1982, roughly 15,000 rated prospects will
have been solicited face-to-face.
By far the largest part of the Regional Phase, in
terms of the number of people involved, is a telephone campaign directed at the 40,000 alumni rated
at less than $5,000. Harvard's "telethons" are casual
but carefully orchestrated affairs in which groups of
alumni get together to solicit their friends and classmates by phone. Harvard provides each volunteer
with a placemat-sized information sheet that tells
him everything from the campaign credo ("Harvard
is not lts wealthy as most alumni believe") to the
fact that "80 percent of those reached will answer
by the fourth ring." The information sheet also includes a sample conversation script and reminds the
solicitor that a successful call has four parts: Open,
Engage, Ask, and Close.
Harvard's telethons have been extraordinarily successful, far exceeding the expectations of the campaign's planners. During the planning phase, Harvard
estimated that its telephone drives would bring in a
little less than $8.5 million. The estimate was based
on the experiences of other schools, primarily Stanford and Yale. But after less than a third of the time
allotted, Harvard discovered that it had already
raised $5.5 million over the phone.
Just as in all military operations, maintaining
troop morale is of paramount importance. For Harvard, this task is made somewhat simpler by the
legendary loyalty of the college's alumni. One of the
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its projected path in the second year of the camcampaign's most effective props is a ten-minute, stupaign. In short order the campaign's planners realdent-made film whose opening and closing segments
ized that the university was taking in so much money
consist of half a dozen different musical groups perso fast that the chart of its receipts had moved onto
forming the song "Ten Thousand Men of Harvard
an entirely new trajectory. That trajectory pointed
(Want Victory Today)." The film almost invariably
straight at $350 million. The Reagan administration,
brings tears to its viewers' eyes.
in the meantime, had provided .a convenient reason
The most effective pitch, virtually all solicitors
for raising the campaign's goal. By failing to put a
say, is simply to state the college's case: Harvard
cap on inflation, and by slashing student aid, the govwants to raise faculty salaries, Harvard wants to
ernment had rendered the original goal inadequate.
maintain student aid, Harvard wants to repair its
$250 million just wouldn't cover the bill anymore,
aging facilities, and, in connection with all of the
campaign strategists decided. An additional $100
above, Harvard wants to set the pace for the rest
million would be needed. Raising the target to $350
of the nation. Most alumni have to be persuaded
million, as Harvard did in June, gave alumni volthat Harvard actually needs the money, but in the
unteers .a brand-new tarend they tend to find the
get to shoot for. Even
argument persuasive, and
the debate over whether
the pitch works very well.
to raise the goal was
Early studies of giving
beneficial to the drive.
patterns
revealed
that
Lengthy letters went out
alumni were making camto key alumni, making
paign pledges that averaged well over one hun~ them feel more deeply
involved than ever. Opindre? times the siz~ of
ions were solicited. Meettheir usual an.nual ~Ifts:
--"!iIit~.1
ings were held. Harvard
At a certain point m ~
""i) ~
could have raised the
any lengthy fund drive, Il~--...=~
'target without telling a
however, mere urgency
~.-:t'
of need begins tolose its
~~
soul beforehand,
but
force as an argument for
\
.stretching the decisiongiving. Five years is a
making
process
o¥er
most of a year made 'evlong time to make anyone
believe that an institueryone begin to think
tion is teetering on the
about being more generous, and more than a
rim of doom. If a drive
dozen major givers douis to be successful, it
bled
their
original
must eventually take on
pledges. Upping the ante
a momentum of its own;
at the midpoint of the
as the drive begins to
campaign was like startapproach its goal, the
ing a brand-new drive.
mere thought of success
"That's a very unusual and provocative philosophy, Mr.
can, and should, become
Hayne, and while we couldn't guarantee it would be taught,
a
potent
motivating
we certainly could guarantee your name on a philosophy
force. This is why fundAM ASHAMED to adchair:'
raisers so often construct
mit that I have not
those silly cardboard theryet made good on my
mometers. Will we meet
own modest pledge
our goal? Will we clobber Yale? People sometimes
to the Harvard Campaign. The main reason for my
kick in money for the simple joy of seeing. the mernegligence is probably sloth, but there are other teasons as well.,
cury move a little higher.
Giving doesn't slacken at the end of a drive; on
Even Harvard graduates are sensible enough to
the contrary, if the graph of a campaign's progress
wonder whether Harvard really needs this money.
strays from its usual trajectory, the movement tends
"It's a question somebody always has on his mind
to be upward. This is what happened to Yale in the
initially," says Fred Glimp. Harvard, after all, is the
final months of its drive; alumni made an extraorrichest university in the land. The University of
dinary last effort and pushed it over the top. The
Texas is gaining fast on Harvard's billion-and-acampaign's goal eventually exerted its own gravitahalf-dollar stockpile, but nobody else comes very
tional pull on giving. And the same thing happened
close. Yale's endowment is a mere $800 million.
Harvard makes a plausible case that its funds are
to Harvard, although it happened considerably
insufficient. The Faculty of Arts and Sciences (Harearlier.
vard College and the Graduate School of Arts and
Harvard's fund-raising graph began to rise above
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Sciences) has access to only 40 percent of the university's total endowment, a mere 28 percent of
which is unrestricted. Cal'I'ech, Princeton, and Wellesley all have more endowment per student than
Harvard does, as do a couple of venerable New
England prep schools. The Reagan administration
alone is already costing Harvard more than a million dollars a year, the equivalent of $20 million in
endowment.
Furthermore, the specific goals of the Harvard
Campaign are hard to oppose. College professors
really aren't paid well enough, and it would be unfortunate if private colleges and universities were
forced to limit their admissions to only those students
who could actually afford to pay. (Room, board,

and tuition at Harvard next year will cost $11;475.)
The shopping list for the Harvard Campaign is admirably free of frills.
So Harvard's designs on my money seem quite
worthwhile compared with the ways I might spend it
myself. But that's not the only relevant comparison.
What about other places I might give it to? Does
Harvard "need" my money more than, say, a struggling black college in the South? Aware that this line
of reflection may make Harvard's need look pretty
relative pretty quickly, the university argues that a
contribution to Harvard benefits far more than just
Harvard. Whether in arrogance or in wisdom, Harvard believes that it plays a crucial leadership role
in the nation and even the world. It's easy to agree

FUND-RAISING CONSCIOUSNESS

1957

Harvard has traditionally been on the cutting edge of philanthropic technique. In the late Fifties,
the brochure "How To Treat Your Boss When He's Raising Money for Harvard" offered the
secretaries of Harvard fund-raisers these helpful hints:

Keep His Records
*Check with your boss re invitations
to first meeting Sept. 30. Determine
form of invitation and send to
llemind Him of Dates
workers. Make reservations for
"'Your boss, like most Harvardmen,
meeting place ...
a pretty busy man. You can help
*About 10 days before, remind your
him a lot by reminding him in plenty boss to notify Workers to attend.
of time about dates he's going to
You handle mailings and possibly
make through this fall. . .
phone calls.
*Your boss and some of his
*Two or three days before meeting,
. Harvard friends will go through
remind your boss to telephone to
the Status Slips to see what names
workers not heard from. Perhaps
they will solicit. . .
you can do this for him.

is

1982

About Dec. 16
*(By this time, you are running the
campaign anyway! Merry Christmas!)
.•.And that reminds us . . .
Thanks a million (or 82.5 million!)
for what you are doing to help a
Program for Harvard College,

Modem high-tech philanthropy leaves nothing to chance-or
the boss's secretary. A1umni
who solicit funds in Harvard's current "telethon" campaign are given preprinted placemat-sized
sheets telling them precisely how the campaign's computers expect them to raise $350 million,
including:

What Can You EXpect? •••
"'The response will be warm and
generous.
"'You will reach 80% of those
you call.
"'8{)% of those reached will answer
by the fourth ring.
*y ou will complete ten solicitations
in two hours.

HARPER'S/ AUGUST 1982
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Solicitation Hints •••

After The

*Open. Engage. Ask and Close. These
four steps sum up what solicitation
is all about.
*Each person has recently received
three Campaign mailings ...
*Be personal. ...
*Take your time. Listen. Don't rush
the conversation. Be alert to the
large gift.

*Complete the "Campaign Decision"
section of the Calling Card.
Be precise ...
out the Pledge Confirmation
Card ....
.•.Add a personal "P .S." Clip the
Confirmation and Calling Card
together and place them in front
of you for a staff member to pick up.
Move on to the next call.
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with Derek Bok that the American educational system is in trouble. It's harder to agree that the best
way to begin dealing with that trouble is to give
money to Harvard. Since Harvard states its own
case in these extremely ambitious terms, a prospective donor is entitled to examine the Harvard Carnpaign in a similarly expansive frame of mind.
There is no doubt that Harvard's claims of leadership are justified. Raising the salaries of Harvard
professors very likely will have a salubrious effect
on the salaries of professors all over the country.
Harvard is simply the most visible university iri the
nation. It is also probably true that the size and
(probable) success of the Harvard Campaign will
give a boost to other money-seeking institutions. A
Program for Harvard College, in the 1950s, really did
have a dramatic effect on fund-raising in this country. The recent campaigns for Stanford and Yale
might not have been possible without it, just as the
Harvard Campaign would have 'been more difficult
without them. Every time a major institution succeeds in raising a lot of money, Harvard officials
say, raising money becomes a little easier for everybody else. Within definite limits (after all, for example, there is only so much money in the world), this
is almost certainly true. Big-time philanthropy tends
to be habit-forming, not just for those who receive
but also for those who give.
In making other claims for itself, though, Harvard
is on shakier ground. One of the arguments Harvard
officials make most often is that Harvard's academic
example has an uplifting effect on every other educational institution in the country, from Yale right
on down to the public high school in South Succotash. There are undoubtedly a great many high school
students in the country and even the world who hit
the books harder because they want to go to Harvard. But the problems most school systems face
have nothing to do with a dearth of ennobling examples. Harvard's leadership argument in this case
is really just the educational equivalent of trickle. down economics.
Harvard doesn't need to look any farther than
its own backyard to see the major weakness in its
argument. The Boston public school system is one
of the very worst in the nation, and being next door
to Harvard didn't prevent it from racking up a $38
million deficit last year, even before it felt the effect
of $7 million in federal cuts. Since Harvard traditionally receives a large proportion of its student
body from Boston and its environs, the university
would seem to have at least a casual stake in the
matter. It's hard to say exactly what Harvard should
do about Boston's problems, but at least it ought
not to claim that it's helping out merely by being so
good, and so rich.
Boston's problems are shared by many other cities
in the country-altogether
their school systems lost
half a billion dollars in federal financing last year
and may lose nearly two and a half billion more by

1984-and
this fact points up another weakness in
Harvard's case. While Harvard is to be admired for
seeking to guarantee financial help to any needy student who is admitted, the crisis in public secondary
education may render the gesture meaningless. If
students aren't being educated at the secondary level
because their school systems are going broke, help
with tuition payments isn't going to do them any
good, The question really isn't who can afford to
pay, but rather who has learned enough to go.
Even smaller private colleges and universities
shouldn't necessarily be ecstatic about the Harvard
example. Since few schools have access to the sort
of alumni wealth that Harvard does,. the college's
$350 million example won't really mean very much to
them. Harvard says it doesn't compete; since alumni
don't overlap, but there are ways in which it does.
Approximately 12 percent of the money Harvard
is seeking in its campaign is expected to come from
corporations and foundations, which, unlike alumni
groups, are solicited by everyone. Their resources
are also limited, which means that at any given time
a relatively small number of dollars is being chased
by a relatively large number of hands. Because corporate leaders tend to be associated with elite institutions, and because corporations-even
more than
individual givers-like
a payoff in prestige for their
contributions, a disproportionate share of corporate
philanthropy goes to places like Harvard. And the
same is true, more or less, of giving by foundations.
It's hard to say what Harvard should do about this
without sounding terribly naive. But at the risk of
appearing foolish, 1 have a modest proposal: why
doesn't Harvard get together with, say, Stanford,
MIT, and the Ivy League colleges and announce
that from now on contributions to those schools
froni corporations and foundations will no longer be
accepted; or, if they are accepted, that the money
will be pooled and distributed to schools that otherwise don't have much luck in attracting any. This
is the sort of proposal that makes the old and wise
thankful that they are old and wise, but it actually
fits right in with Harvard's exalted view of itself as
the guiding light of American education. If Harvard
can extract $8.5 million from John Loeb, why does
it need to go knocking on the door of the Rockefeller Foundation, especially when there are plenty
of schools that can't?
Harvard will meet its goal and improve its college, and the world may well be a better place be. cause of it. I will undoubtedly make out my own
check before the campaign comes to an end, and I
may even throw a bit of a stretch into the bargain.
Every fund drive makes its appeal to the vanity as
well as the conscience of its audience. But it is possible to wish Harvard well without buying its entire
argument. Since Harvard's super-deluxe automated
panhandling machine doesn't show much capacity
for self-restraint, the rest of us have to be sure that
we do.
'
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